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against very good and very
clever satire."
statements, "I love this institu-
tion with the Armbiter -I
thought itmight help some."
In closing the session, Bullin-
gton wasn't bitter about the
satire magazine or it's parent,
the Arbiter. "I knew I'd get the
Bullington backs Arrnbiter decision
By Terry McGuire
Voiced concerns-by members
of the LDS Institute and the
image of Boise State in the eyes
of the public' and state legislat-
ure led to the public disassocia-
tion of the National Armblter
from the university accordingto
Dr. Richard Bullington.
In a recent press release the
interim president of BSU
denounced the publication as
"undignified and indelicate.'
Bullington in interview clarified
his statement. saying that he
.felt some of the-material, the
satire, was in poor taste. He
confided that the members of
the Institute objected to- the
publication, in particular a
satiristic advertisrnent concern-
ing followers of the Mormon
faith as well as noted leaders of
the church.
"Wherever satire occurs,"
noted Bullington, "good jud-
gement needs to be used, .so
that no. one 'is offended by
something that is very close and
dear to them like a person's
religion." They (the Institute
members) expressed keen dis-
appointment and brought this
publication to my atte:mtion; I
was notaware that it was out for
distribution and infact I was not
even thinking in terms of it."
Bullington noted public reac-
.tionto the satire magazine
hasn't been favorable; from
business people, supporters of
the athletics. They, according toBullington stipulated the cha-
rges of censorship brought forth
in an editorial in the last issue of. -the president relayed disapp-
the Arbiter, were misconstrued' ointment, again, was "in poor
taste." However Bullington
'stipulated that others felt the
publication, in parts, was
excellent and extremely clever.
and not intended as long as he
was president of the institution.
"The reason that I brought in
the news release the possibility
of n publication board .. _ was
that Mike Hoffman (ASBSU
president) had indicated that he
was trying to draw up legislation
that was required to have (such)
aboard."
The interim president was
unaware that Hoffman. intended
such an entity until the
publication of the 'National
Armbiter. Bullington notified
Hoffman, after the fact, that
reaction were such that the
. board seemed necessary.
"It's my job to have some
concerns and responsibilities.
Really I was taking off what
Mike Hoffman; the student
leader himself was feeling a
need - he didn't express any
reasons why - that it would be
good thing in general.
"If such a publication satir-
izes the president or the
vice-president or some one well
known . . . I think I would
support it. You have to realize
the institution is located, it's not
located in Boston, Massachus-
etts, where the standards and
values of the people in one part
of the country may be more
liberal than in another section of
the country ... we're in a more
conservative state."
He added that he would not
stand in the way of another
issue of the magazine, as long
as he was president of the
-institution; that censorship may
be too harsh a statement: ,"I
think it's fine, it could be clever.
'In fact some of the people who
were critical of this, from a
religious standpoint . . . were
also readers of other satires .. "
even those people, are not
It was brought to the attention
of the interim president that the
Armbiter staff had .issued
disclaimers to the effect that all
revenues put towards the
publication of the magazine
were either defered ad monies
or projected incomes. His
reaction, simply: "nocomm-
,ent.'
"I love Idaho," said Bulling-
ton reflecting on his public
wrath of the Arbiterand again,
so be it ... this has been a fine
year for (the student newspap-
er) and I'd say that if I'm torn to
shreds in every issue from this
point. But you have to do
sometimes what you think is
best.
f t
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oflpulls out of IS
by Diane BlUT
'~
The Associated Students of
the University of Idaho (U of I)
voted 9-4-1 not to, allocated
$4,000 to the Idaho Student
Association (ISA) for the pur-
pose of meeting their share of '
the dues and expenses of the
organization. ,The move came in
the wake of 11 State Board of
Education approvalto up U of I
fees to pay the debt. According'
to present ISA Director Will
.Roy, the move pretty much
spells the end of the organizat-
ion followed the close-of this
year's legislative' session.
The situation that precipitat-
ed the action by the U of j
Senate, began last, summer
whenU of land BSU came to an
impasse over the selection of a
permanentidirector for the
organization. U of I represents-
rives were' intent on acquiring
that. Position for a member of
their student body.becausethe-:
previous director bad been from
BSU. Boise State. however,
wanted & new director as. soon
as pOssible'and was not fond of
w&iting forUofl to oomeup
with a suitable candidate.
However, . a compromise was
reached and Bob Lemmon of,
BSUwas appointed to fill the
posttemporariiy;U of J was, also
appointed to, act as auditor for
alllSA accounts during the time
that Lemmon was director.
Subsequently, Lemmon spent -
some 56000 while the U of I did
little to stop the expenditures.
When the monetary problems
were revealed.vjhe U of I
claimed no responsibility for the
mishaps involved.
Will Roy was later elected to -
the director's chair of the ISA
over a candidate favored by U of
I. U of I contended that their
institution was not getting
adequate attention from the
ISA, and that a student from
their school was necessary to fill
that void in representation. R~y
stated that such charges were
and are ", . .'complet¢!y
ficticious .. ." and" ... that the
other schools could point out
• ,instance where they had to bend
to meCtUofI'sdemands;,while
Uof Lcould point no such
examplea ,.,:'." '
Such' assertions; according to
Roy, had layed the ground work
for the vote east by the U of I
Senate. The same vote denied
, thatti ofI owed 52100, at the
very least. as payment for
one-half year's membership' in
the ISA and $100 registration,
fee for a conference that was
held lasfsummer. TheU of! has
not made any plans' to' take ca.re
of the debt, although atte~pts
will bc jnade by the ISA to
collect that minimum $2100.
With the end of the ISA in
sight, R'tIy stated that the
negative impact of the organiz-
ation's demise would be great.
He said that 1) this proves <that
students are an inconsist ant and
a volatile group-of people ·-Uof
I got its fee increase 'to pay the
ISA,butit did not follow up and
do as it had said it would; 2) it
proves that students can't be
trusted-s-even as the ISh has
been in existence for three years
and it has finally become a
respected group who is attentive
to the needs of legislators; and
3) with the end of JSA, state,
officials are going' to be
wondering who to turn to for
information on the needs and
desires of Idaho's students.
Other results from the ending
of the' ISA. according to Roy,
will be.the increased rivalry that
. ,Idaho' scolleges .arid'. universit-
ies will fed when they come .in
contact -with eachother during
legislative sessions. Instead of
lobbymg for students of.higher
education as a whole he 'felt
each' group' will' be competing
fl>rsome type of powel: and
infljlcnce thatcouId cancelollt
the interests of another. Much
duplication isaJsolikelyto
appearsScollege and university
groups follow each legislator or '
bill to <l,eteriJiinethebest way of
ent¢ring Its ,ltiput. "
, - "-
" . f
Presldentiol boord
, 'opens meetings
I
• I
I
..,
Dr. John Swartley, Chairman
of the Boise State University
Presidential Search Committee,
has announced the following
open meetings to be held on the '
campus in, order. to provide' an
opportunity for students, facul-
ty, and staff to meet with one
or more of the candidates for the
Boise State University preside-
ncy. Open meetings will be held
in the Lookout of the .Student
Union Building according to the
following schedule:
TbiJr8day, February 2, 1978
9:00 a.m.iDr. Frank Horton,
Vice-President . for . Academic
Affairs and Research, Sauthc~n
III~ois University.
11:00 a.m, Dr. Robert Glenn,
Provost and Academic Vice-
President , Northern Michigan
University
2:00p.m. Dr. David Maxwell,
Dean of Liberal Arts, Texas
A&M University.
FrIday, February 3, 1978
9.:00 a.m, Dr. Edward Jakub-
auskas, Vice-President for Aca-
demic Affairs, University: of,
Wyoming
1:30 p.m, Dr .., John Keiser,
Academic Vice-President. San-
gamon State University
lnside.r.,
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Honors provides education
by ~Ueen Brennen
Many students make the
assumption that Boise State's
Honors Program is simply an
organization through which
students with high G.P.A.'s are
commended at graduation cer-
emonies, a high schoool Honor
Society continued at a college
level, a seclusive clique in which
highly intelligent students take
refuge from the affairs of the
average student ,at BSU. In
truth, the Honors Program, here,
at .Boise State exists to provide
students with unique educat·'
ional opportunities to ' enrich
their academic training.
The program is not limited to
students with high academic
standing. Initial requirements
ask for a cumulative grade point
average of 3.0 WITH THE
EXCEPTION of those imaginat-
ive, ambitious students who feel
that they may prosper from
some aspect of the Honors
Program. These students should
confer with their advisors ,or see,
Dr. William Mech, director of
the program.
There are numerous ways of
prospering from the program's
offerings. The most obvious
and presumedly the most
appealing opportunity for self-
advancement lies in assuming
Independent- study, Through
,independent studying" under-
graduates may delve into
~ t, -....v...
Jlook~tore
455 Main .Belgravia
336-7722 "
specific topics of interest to
them which are not offered as a
regular course. ,Independent
study is open to graduate and
upper-division students, but
only through the Honors Depar-
tment, may lower-division stud-
ents be included.
Internships are -a second
means of enrichment encourag-
ed to students who would like to
incorporate practical working
experience with the "book
knowledge" they obtainthrou-
gh regular class meetings.
Legislative internships arc most
common. Other, internships
represen areas of Health,
Economics, Social Work and
other major fields of interest.
The Summer ReadIng prog-
ram, a form of independent
study provides students with
'incentive to continue their
studies throughout the summer.
A- list of books relating to a ,
student's particular' field of,
interest is comprised between
the student and his advisor.
Upon the, completion of the
books, evaluations are drawn up
'by both the student ,and his
advisor. The student is then
, awarded 1-3 credits for .his
.work.
Group-oriented seminars are
organized with objectives simi-
lar to, those of independent
study. Subjects for the seminars
are specific points of interest ,
which the overall curriculum
does not offer. A recent seminar
provided Honors students with
an' , inside "view of ':various
professsions such as the field of
journalism represented by. the
editor of Idaho Heritage magaz-
inc, and the field of law
represented by a recent gradu-
ate of the Harvard School of
Law. Speakers shared their
experiences with the students
'and provided answers to quest-
ions concerning requirements
for graduate school, opportuni-
.)
!' WALT
GRAYBEAL
PROFESSIONAL STEREO REPAIR
344·5503
FREEESTIMATES,WITHTHIS COUPON
ties for jobs, etc. Most of the
Honors seminars are conducted
by students who receive a small
salary along with credit for their .
direction of the group's discus-
sions.
Honors courses and coUoqula
are offered to all students at the
consent of the instructor.
Academic departments that
offer honors courses are comp-
ensated through the Honors
Program budget. Other money
is used to sponsor visiting
speakers, On Tuesday, January
31, there will be a lecture
,sponsored by the Honors
Program and the History Dep-
artment. Professor James C.
Riley of Indiana University will
lecture on the financial crisis of
the 18th century at 7:00 p.m. in
the Nez Perce Room of the SUB.
The Honors Program with its
wide diversity and immense
opportunites invites all students
to discover a more exciting,
more rewarding way to learn.
Take ideas tothe 4th floor of the
library, Room 408G and talk to
Dr. William Mech, director or
Peggy McMahon, secretary to
the director;
newsmpu
The intentions of the OAC are
to provide instruction of various
outdoor" skills, and .to provide
, low cost transportation (via car
pools) to the participants. Its
focus is on the physical and
mental learning experience that
arises when man and his
environment are brought toget-
her. .
The program is not only
available. to BSU, students but
also to high school students,
visitors, and in general, lovers
of the outdoors. Equipment
such as cross-country skis,
snowshoes, and backpacking
gear may be rented from the
Center, at reasonable rates.
Upcoming lectures sponsored
by the OAC include John
Roskelly who has participated in
the Himalayan Expedition and
Joe Leoanard, a leading north-
west cross-country skier who
will give a slide lecture and
demonstration clinic on Februa-
ry 17-18.
The-Outdoors Activity Center,
located in the Games Area of the
SUB is open every afternoon.
Check thc bulletin board for
proposed trips. '
Outdoor Programs
offer opportunities
rts
by CoUeen' Brennen
The Outdoor Program is a
non-structured group of outdoor
fans who enjoy organizing a trip
whenever the mood strikes.
Usually the mood will strike
once a week when climbers,
cross-country skiers, nature
photographers decide on. an
area of interest and consequen-
tly fill their weekend with the
freedom and challenge that is
characteristic of any outdoor
activity. The OAC is not a club.
It has no dues, no members, no
officers, no required meetings
to attend and no rules to follow.
Trips are proposed by anyone
who takes the time to fill out a
sign-up .sheet stating his or her
suggestion for an activity,
destination and if necessary, the
time fora pre-trip meeting. The
OAC lounge, recently added the
Games Area in the SUB, is
open to all students for .the
purpose of 'sharing ideas and
experiences. initiating new and
unique trips and accumulating
knowledge of the outdoors by
browsing through the books and
magazines there.
There are openings for one
Arts & Science Senator and
three Business Senators" that
need to be' filled immediatly.
The duties of, the Senate
Tri-Delts
Delta Delta Delta sorority is ,
once again holding its annual
Joan E. Richardson Memorial
Scholarship competition.
This year the scholarship will
be $200 plus any additional
funds that are received. LOcal'
winners are then eligible for one
of the National Awards ofSl',Ooo
without further applications or _
form- filling.
The scholarship is based on
academic ' achievement, . com·
munity and school involvement,
financial need. a~d .prcmisejn
their chosen field.
Applications are available in
the financial aids o-ffice, ,and all
full-time undergraduate women
are urged to apply.
openings ,
including being the supreme The office of Business Mana-
'policy making body of the ger is also vacant.. Those
ASBSU, initiating' and approv- desiring' to apply should" be a
ing all by-laws' or student junior or senior business major
regulations. granting official and ,have two semesters of
recognition to campus organiza- accounting. The duties of the
tions, and having legislative Business Manager include assi-
authority over all ASBSU funds; sting the Treasurer and chairing
. The Election Board also needs thc Finance Management
help for too' upcoming primary Board.
and general elections. If interested in any of these
B·bit 'd· positions, please apply as soonI, e SUI es as possible in the ASBSU office,
second floor of the SUB.
Senore
At 8:06 a.m. on February 4 a
group of people comprised of
junior high, high school, and
college- aged students will de-
part the Biblical Studies Center
bound for McCall, Idaho where
'they wm enjoy the annual Ice
Carnival in a natural' winter
setting surrounded by the
_ beauty and solitude nf the
McCall area. Anyone who, is
interested in attending is
welcome and can join simply by
showing up at the center (1025),
or by calling Mark Garlock at
344-9717. Transportation will be
provided however, a slight gas
fee' may be asked. _
Parent education
Free Parent Education Class-
es sponsored and funded in part
, by Boise State University, Boise
Public Schools and Boise Junior
League will begin the week of
'February 6. The three formats,
from six weeks to ,ten \Veeks, are
Children: The ChaUenge, Syst.'
emaUe TralnIng for Effective
Parenting and' Pare'n¢s; Youth
and Drngs. Get your reservat"
iOlJsinearijbycaIling 385·3279,
betw~enlO:oo 'am and '3 pm,
before February 6th.
'Public lecture
Dr. James C. Riley, Assistant'
Professor of History, Indiana -
University. will present a public
lecture.en "The Financial Crisis
of the Eighteenth Century" at
7:00 P.M" Tuesday, January
31,.in the Nez Perce Room of the
BSU Student Union Building;
Professor Riley will discuss how
the crisis. which helped cause
the French Revolution, caused
government bankruptcy ill al-'
most every country. He will also -
, discuss the parallels' betwee~
eighteenth century problems in
government finance and present
day patterns. The lecture is
sponsored by, the History
Department and the Honors
Program. ' ,
WQmensaliiance
Women's Alliance will meet
Monday, February 6; at the
Minority Cultural Center,2256
University 'Drive. A potluck
dinner \Viii beheld at 6:00p.m.
followed by a.slide show entitled
"Women Artists" at 7:00 p.m.
All persons are invited to
attend.
"J.
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f Clep adds tests
Four new examinations in the
field of dental auxiliary educat-
ion will be administered as part
of the College-Level Examinat-
ion Program (CLEP) during the
third week of every month at
BSU. The 45-minute examinat-
ions in oral radiography; head,
neck, and -oral anatomy; tooth
morphology and function; and
dental materials arc the newest
series of examination in CLEP,
the national program sponsored
by the College Entrance Exami-
nation Board.
People who have learned on
their own -- on the job, through
military training, in noncredit..
courses, at home -- may take
CLEP examinations in 47
professional and college subj-
ects and 5 CLEP General
Examinations in the basic
liberal arts. BSU is one of more
that 1,800 colleges and univers-
ities that accept CLEP credit
today. The costto the student is
$20 for one exam, $30 for two,
and $40 for three or more.
The new dental examinations
--- like the other' CLEP
examinations--- can help stud-
ents advance more' rapidly
through a' dental auxiliary
curriculum and become certified
To provide against the BSU
Campus store "failing to meet
student needs," said ADS
president Mike Hoffman, a
Bookstore Policy Review Board
has been proposed under the
auspices of the ASBSU and of
the Financial vice- President,
Dr. Asa Ruyle.
As presently' outlined, the
board will probably consist of
three students, three faculty
members, the bookstore man-
ager, one other staff member,
and the assistant vice-president
for financial affairs. It will be a
"sounding board," said Ruyle,
"for the bookstore as far as
direct student input."
Acting campu,s store manager
Eugene Gardner reacted favor-
ably to the idea of an advisory
board for the store, asserting, •
environmental-energy field,and
talks with Dr. Richard BuIling~
ton, Interim President.at BSU,
By far the largest project"
involving several hundred thou~ "
" "
sand thousal)d dollars in grants,
more than two years' time and
the combined efforts 'of several
departments is the geothermal
project, headed by Dr. James
Applegate, Dr. Paul Donaldson,
Phil Hanson and Lee Post. The
solar prpject, a second research
or licenced in the. dental field
without duplication of training.
Jane for example, has worked as
a dental assistant for several
years, but plans to go back to ,
school to learn new knowledge
and skills to advance further in
her profession. Rather than
repeat courses in subjects that
she "already knows a.greatdeal
about from years of experience
in the dental, office, Jane can
demonstrate her knowledge on
the CLEP examinations and
move on to new and advanced
courses. The test will be
valuable to people who 'have
acquired skills and knowledge in
dental laboratory technology
,and dental hygiene, as well as
in dental-assisting,
"I've never thought the book-
store should have anything
going on that can't be talked'
about."
One of the problems Hoffman
felt had caused trouble in the •
past and should' be guarded
against in the future was that
"not all steps have been
taken ... to reduce prices in all
areas." Hoffman did not men-
tion textbooks in particular .., ~
1 Percussion ensemble andbrass choir open concert
The initial small ensemble
concert of the second semester
will be presented by the Boise
State University Percussion
Ensemble and Brass Choir on
Fiday evening, Feb. 3, at 8:15
pm in the Special Events
Center.
The Percussion Ensemble,
under the direction of Dr. John
Baldwin, will present a varied
program, including three stud-
ent conductors and one student
soloist. Bob AlIen, sophmore in
Music Performance, will cond-
uct Whaley's Introduction and
March; Dave Boothe, Music
Education senior, will conduct
Coleman's Percussion Sextet;
and Mike ~;.\TTy,sophomore in
Music Performance, will con-
dud Schinstine's Metallic Mys-
tique. Warren Benson's avant-
garde Streams include humm-
ing, whispering, and other vocal
sounds. Bob AlIen will be the
featured soloist on Jenny's
Pursuit for solo marimba and
incurs a loss of money.
Eighty-five 'per cent of the
students on campus dorr't
realize that the 20 per cent
margin in any retail store is
going to lose money." The
revenue lost on texts is made
up, he said, by the sale of dry
goods and other non-book
items.
Ruyle stated one of the first
priorities of the board would be
to have the bookstore's new
manager examine the problems
in past and present operation,
,lind to determine how to
"increase the cash flow ... (arid)
to be of more service to the
students." Ruyle noted that an
announcement of a new perma-
nent manager for the stoer could
come as early as next week.
YOUR, MOLENAAR'S
REPRESENTA TlVES
.ON CAMPUS'
Jewelers "
1207 BROADWAY
PNEQFYOUR "STUDENT BUYING POWER cAiID"
'REPRESENTATIVEs-.. 2-, BLOCKS, SOUTH OF BRONCO
STADIUM " '
j Pat
Choose From
Our Selection of
Diamond Jewelry Watches
Earrings Pendants
'and much more
percussion ensemble. Brand's music.
recent Concerto for Percussion This concert is part of the
Ensemble will close the first continuing series of ensemble
part of the concert. concerts, proceeds from which
The large Brass Choirv.under go into the Music Department
the direction of Mr. Michael Scholarship Fund. Tickets will
Samball, will present the second be available at the door: adults,
half of the concert. They will 52.00, students and senior
perform music written specifally citizens, $1.00; BSU personnel
for brass from various periods of and students free.
Boise Gallery of Art
opens exhibition ,
Boise Gallery of Art opened the Northwest Uesl?ner Crartsmen
exciting new Northwest Design- was develo~ed 111 1954. '
er Craftsmen's Exhibition fea- Membership of the Northwest
turing '56 members of the Designer Craftsmen has been
Northwest's finest craftsmen. expanded to all' parts of' the
Approximately 150 craft pieces Nort?w~st ~nd Alaska' throu~h
will be on display through, an . 1?~~ta.tlOn format. This
February 26, ranging from 8' x .exhibition IS a showcase of work
4' woven hangings to delicate dlo~e.by craftsmen. Mem~er-'
, fabricated silver necklaces. snip 111 the Northwest designer
Craftsmene is most prestigious,
therefore the work created by
these people must be viewed by
the arts community as excellent
examples of the creative crafts
being- done in the Northwest.
Gallery hours are iO a.m, to 5
p.m. Tuesday, Thursday and
Friday, 10 a.m, to 9 p.m..
Wednesday, noon to 5 p.m,
Saturday and Sunday, and is
closed Mondays.
A rebirth of individually
designed, handmade ' crafts
arose in the midst of industrial-
ization during the 1920-30's. In
the 1930's the American Crafts-
men's Council was founded in
New York by Mrs. Vanderbilt
Webb. As an apparent need that
the Northwest needed to form a
-professional organization to
further their own interests, the
,Alialiens in ~he United States,
except a few diplomats and
accredited members of certain
international organizations must
report their addresses to "the
Government each .January.
The card for this purpose is
available at any post office or
office of the United States
Immigration and Naturalization
'Service. After filling it out,
place .a postage stamp on the
reverse ofthis card and drop the
card in any mailbox. Parents or
guardians ~re required to
submit reports for alien children
under 14 years of age.
If you or any members ofyour
family arc not 'citizens of the
United States, you should tell
your parents of -these require-
ments. If you have relatives or
friends whoarenot citizens, you.
will do both them and the
Government a great service by
telling them of the require-
ments. Remember, the time for
reporting is during the month of
January!
The new tests were developed
under the joint auspices of the
American Dental Association's
Council on Dental Education,
the College Entrance Examinat-
ion Board, and the Educational
Testing Service with funds from
the W.K. Kellogg Foundation of
Battle Creek, Michigan. For
more information about CLEP
contact Darlene Pline, Couns-
eling & Testing Center,Boise
State University (385-1601).
R~view Board board to prOVide
.direct student input
, According to Gardner, "there
just isn't much we can do ..
about texts. "The publishers
sell the books to us - for a
suggested list price. .. ~ith a 20
per cent discount." In selling
books at the suggested price,
added Gardner, the bookstore:
ID airs' Inquiring' ,Minds,
The state of ac~demic resear- area, is a University-funded -vdcveloprnent of a method to
ch' in the university setting and program just getting underway videota~e •microscopic organi-
its applications to the larger in the Physics Department-Dr: sms--beJng expl?red by Dr. Leo
community in 'a new program, Donald Parks is in charge. Jones and Dick Graybeal.
- INQ ING Using footage shot th~ough a INQUIRING MINDS will be
will be explored ~n _ VIR microscope, INQUIRING MIN.I repeatedThursday, February 9,
MINDS: A Report on Research DS also looks ata unique project ~t 10:30 p.m.
at Boise State University, airing
Sunday, February 5, at 5:30
p:m. on channel 4. INQUIRING
,MINDS looks at three different
types' of projects, all- in the
:' ul' u n i•••c ,i1, ¥
~SPECIAL STUDENT PRICES~
' tln "......... • '1' ...
D:A~.ches'I.w.lb. Watercolor Paper'
reg. 52.10 NOW $1~68
Wood Sketch, Box lzui,' x 16in. '
reg.:-S15-.oo.S1L8a ' ,
Luxo Art LaI\lP,'
reg. $22.95 NOW S18.8B'
.....M'..''' .. '' .. .,·j,'''··Hn~'... '~''' ••'.'''''aM ..&A .... ' ........... 1UIU:L10%' 'off 'gil -GRUMBACHER,~
,~ . ,tOil&; off ,all cdherARI I
i,& -DRAFTING SU'PPLlES~ r
....... ~,. .. .....,...... .................. ~n ......... i ••q.J
'Specials ~()od Thru Feb. 4
820 Jefferson
Phorte343·2564
rd°llday-Saturday ,
9am;5':3Qpm '
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The animal in'/SA
What is an ISA animal? For simplicity we will start with the
head. The head can assume a multitude of shapes and sizes for
the head is comprised of the Approx. 50,000 students of higher
education ... their needs and desires. The head being the thinking'
part of the corpse is. methodic and technical therefore the
thoughts of this large corporation of individuals are centralized
in primary.nerveststudent body presidents) for communication
clarification. The primary nerves then supply, inject and debate
concerning student strategies and hence the truth of the 'brain.
Next the body .. the brain decided that a body should have arms.
and legs to perform the dictates of the brain thus an Executive
Director and staff would be made up of delegates from the brain.
So far so good.
The membership and task' assignments go something like this:
BSU, being the largest and strongest as well as ideally located
would serve as the legs for the body. North Idaho College and the
College of Southern Idaho ~iII serve as the arms,(again because
of location) to transmit information into the brain. NNC and
Lewisand Clark State College are the vital organs necessary to
facilitate and service the entire body.
Now the animal is nearly complete ... the animal needs an
anus and the U of I seems to fit the bill. Why? Well recently the
U of I Senate voted 9·4-1 not to appro piate their ISA dues. They
did so after enjoying the following privilges.
1.) hosted the 2nd Idaho Student Convention
2.) maintained full voting rights in-the ISA
After promising the allocation for six months they have
decided not to pay their dues therefore it is fitting for the ISA
animal to have an. asshole. .
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Passive resistance employed
by Cbuck Bufe
WORDS OF WISDOM
"The state has a significant interest in
maintaining its cities and neighborhoods as
pleasant and attractive places for families to
live and work. "(Fourth District Court Judge
a decision handed down on january 17, 1978
maintaining that materials before his court
were "obscene" _. quoted in the Idaho
Statesman, 1·18·78)
Judge Smith further observed that he
"cannot accept the idea that masturbation
parlors posing as adult bookstores can be
justifiedunder the law ... as therapy. centers."
(Ibid.) All that can be said of that statement is
that it's highly entertaining to speculate asto
how the good judge achieved the insight that
adult bookstores are "masturbation parlors."
Pardon the low minded cynicism, but one is
led to suspect that the State of Idaho is being
rather selective in pursuing its "significant
interest." If the state was truly interested "in
maintaining its cities and neighborhoods as
pleasant and attractive 'places for families to
live," it's very curious that it allows the
proliferation of public nuisances such as the
fast-food outlets on Fairview which infest that
little bit of Los Angeles like blood-swollen ticks
. a neglected hound. .
Speaking for myself, I'd prefer .having, if
forced to make a choice, sexual perverts
flocking to a porn shop, to having dietary
perverts flocking to 3 burger joint in my
neighborhood, The reason for that is, of course,
that .the pitiable, and generally harmless,
voyeurs who patronize adult book stores at least
would no litter my yard with 'burger wrappers
and paper cups. , .
Sadly, it's simply unrealistic to think that the
state will ever exhibit the same degree of
hostility toward dead steer outlets as it does
toward adult bookstores. No, if anything is to be
done' against these centers bf.· dietary"
. degeneracy, we must do it ourselves: direct
action is the only answer.
The following story nicely illustrates the point
.. it was related to me by a {fiend who returned
to Boise from Ann Arbor last year. It seems that'
. Ray Kroc's minions had obtained permission
from that city's authorities to construct a
McDonald's in a residential neighborhood,
despite the protests of area residents; Rather
than spend waste time and money pursuing the
matter through the courts, the people opposing
the construction of the burger stand took direct
action. The golden arches had already arisen in
a couple of other places in Ann Arbor, and the
opponents of further construction took their
protest to those locations. According to my
friend, on two or three seperate occasions
approximately twenty persons went to the
existing McDonald's, ordered Big Macs,
shakes, and fries, consumed them on the >
premises, and then took anausea inducing drug
and pitked all over everything in sight. While
the management of McDonald's could have had
the protesters arrested on charges of disorderly
conduct or disturbing the' peace, it chose not to
do so. That's easily understandable; if you were
managing a McDonald's, would you want to see
newspaper headlines screaming "Twenty
Arrested for Vomiting Under the Golden
Arches"? McDonald's, was in~ quandary:
having people vomiting all over your eating
establishments is not good for business, and
having them arrested for doing so would result
in publicity wiai"i, wvtlld have even more impact
than the actions leading to the arrests. The
result of this nauseating protest campaign was
that Kroc's underlings capitulated in short
order; the proposed McDonald's was never
built.
Moral: If you want something done, don't
leave it to Uncle Sam, do it yourself.
JOKE OF THE WEEK
The difference' between Communism and
capitalism: under capitalism it is dog-eat-dog:
under Communism, it is just the reverse.
SPEAKING OF JOKES
For the benefit of those who have ot had the
.privilege' of seeing the recent press .release
issued by the BSU Information Service, I'll
reproduce .a small' portion of it 'here: "The
NatlonnJ Annblter. . . appeared on campus
as a satirical magazine loaded with thinly-veiled
college humor stories:" "Thinly·veiiled???"
Hmmmrn . .. What are we to make of this
statementj'Does the Information Service think
that the Armblter 'was written 'by nuns? By-
. Moslem women? Hmmm .... " •
Returning to more serious matters, I was
recently gratified to learn, courtesy of NBC
News, that during our dear prez's round the
world junket Rosalynn Carter dined on
'strawberry mousse while in Tehran. Much to
my regret, NBC did not see fit to report what
Jimmy, "One-Term" Carter ingested on that
particular day. The whole episode brought back
happy memories of CBS'. seemingly interrnin-
able coverage of Jerry "What, me worry?"
Ford fixing his breakfast muffings.
With the mass' focusing on such drival, is it
any wonder that so many people are so
confused? Consider this for a minute: according
to a report I recently read (no, I can't remember
cent, on page 7
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Readers suggest funding
misappropriated.
Editor. the Arbiter:
I would like to commend those
connected with the Armbiter for
the infinitesimal step forward
that they took by defraying, in
part, the publication costs to the
students in general by charging
for the recent issue. After the
first Armbiter appeared a few
semesters ago I suggested that
the very least that should be
done would be to make the
magazine self supporting. Since
then more Armbiters have been
published, each one getting
worse. I now believe that the
very least that should be done is
todiscontinue..it's publication
and for all thost responsible for
it to make a public apology to all
BSU students for the disgrace
that they have brought upon the
school. I base this opinion on the
following reasons.
First, the Armbiter has
lowered BSlJ in the eyes of
prospective employers. Such
articles as the one referring to
the late Senator Humphrey are
in extremely bad taste. Though
it has been explained as. simply
"bad timing",the fact remains
that it was written while he was
dying and sold after he died.
That plus the' bathroom wall
graffiti that makes up 95% of
the magazine' will have a
negative . influence on the' job
market for BSU graduates.
Second, though they claim
that it is not so, the students in
general still funded a major
.portion. of this last issue., In
talking with a member of the
staff I was told that approximat-
ely 75% of the Armbiter was
funded by the "excess" ad
revenue from the Arbiter. In
other words, the books were
simply juggled to make it look as'
though this semester's issue
was self supporting.
Third, the major portion of
this university is financed by
taxes from residents of Idaho.
This means that members of the
community are part owners in
all that goes on under the
sanction of BSU. As owners they
have the' right to put a stop to
what they see .as irresponsible
publications. In the 'private
sector the staff ~oul~ 1'.i.m,pIYbe
fired and replaced by intellig-
ent, responsible, and mat.ute
people. ~ow.ever, since thi~ IS a
state institution they most hkely
will go to the Legislature and
this could end up in less state
funds. Don't kid yourself, the
community is plenty concerned
about this and its. entirely
possible that the whole campus
could feel the crunch.
. Fourth, since the current
Armbiter and Arbiter .staff
began' printing they have been
trying to see how far they could
go. Any opposition to them. has
been met with cries of "Censor-
ship, Censorship" when actual-
ly they mean "we have rights,
you don't, .. Many 0.£ us h~ve
tried to ignore the thmgs gomg
on but it is impossible. to do so
anymore; They have gone too
far and it is very doubtful that
the trend will slowdown. Now is
the time for students to exercise
their rights as owners.
I am not advocating file
censoring of school publicat-
ions, but instead the editing of
them - there is a difference.
Editing, as the title implies is
the job of the editor. However
instead of making sure that
quality articles are printed there
has been a rash of rationalizat-
ions. They claim that the
Arrnblter is, 'journalism,''''Col-
lege humor," AAsatire." In
reply to these, and other claims,
I say the same thing I believe
William Shakespeare would say:
"A garbagedump by any other
name would smell just as bad."
Ed Johnson
Reply:
Of the 184.50 one pays, $18
goes directly to the ASBSU,
totaling 523,000, to the Arhlter,
which defers the costs of
equipment, supplies, printing,
salaries, and all oilier factors
necessary In putting o~t a
weekly newspaper. Anything
above that total has .to be
supported .throughadvertlslng
revenues generated entirely
from this office. It' was the
Arbiter's money that paid for
the Arrnblter •• not those who '
didn't buy. the publication,
Editor, the Arbiter:
Six bits for a two bit
magazine? Outrageous! Last
week some people came in my
office coinplaining about the
.contents of the Armhiter. I.had
then not yet read the magazine,
and could offer answer. to their
claims. Since then, I stopped
over and picked up a copy.
Reading the Armbitcr has
raised several questions in my
mind. Is a college publication
the place to perpetuate intercul-
tural prejudices? Don't we
strive to eliminate social myths
nowadays? . .. ~ ..
What is freedom of the press?
If we ask this question,
shouldn't we ask what the
responsibility of the press is as
well? For if freedom of the press
is one side of the coin, then
certainly. responsibility of the
press is" the other side. Stand
this coin on its edge with the
nt
(
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Petitions due; health cost
·increase explained
Fellow Students,
press screaming "censorship"
one hand' and the University .
demanding responsibility on the
other, and you'll begin to see
the delicate situation that we,
the ASBSU Senate, find oursel-
ves in. It's our challenge, as
"'leaders, to ensure the integrety
of our press without having to
resort to hard, fast rules and
regulations. The responsibility
lies .with both press and
government, and we must live
up. to our respective bargains.
Otherwise, the coin will tip over
as 'it has'in this case. I 'hope
everyone concerned sees, and
realizes' the problem at hand,
.and docs something construct-
ive about· it.' Let's not let
ourselves slip into a submissive
relationship with the press,or
strangle the precious freedom
we all cherish.
Sincerely,
Mike Fisher
. I hope you had a good
Christmas break. I'll tell you,
I'm ready for another one.
This is an exciting time of
year for us around the ASBSU.
Petitions arc due today for those
students interested in running
for ASB positions. There have
been a lot of talented, energetic
people who have expressed an
interest in seeking senate spots,
as well as the executive
positions. I certainly wish all of
the candidates the best of luck ..
By the way, contrary to some
rumors that have been floating
around, I will not be. running for
reelection. I think that one year
is enough for anyone and that
new blood is crucial if the
organization is to continue to
develop in a progressive and
dynamic manner.
I'd like to change the subject
for a moment and give you a
little more information about the
Health Center fee increase I
wroteabotit last semester. If
you'll remember, the Health I was very much disturbed the
Center budget was hurting for other day after looking through
additional monies. Dr. Taylor's the so' called publication of the
office (Vice Pr~sident for Stud- Annbiter magazine. If this is
. ent Affairs) asked the students supposed to be Collegiate
to decide as to whether they Satirical humor I would be
would prefer to meet' rising rtifi d" t find out what'mo me 0
health costs by increasing fees non-collegiate satirical humor
or by instituting user fees for .
IS. .
various services provided by the .The publication said it did not
The Arbiter center. A· poll was' taken. in any way intend to offend any. . ...bl a .. t .grou·p of people. If so, then why
reo 's pOn· .S'I III y, was is published? NO.~OnlY.did it. atttack the moral ethics of many
" . and their religions" and leaders
All NPl/'
.HUGO HAMBURGER
'3 'putties, 2 choose, special
,sauce,. lefiuce Be ,icldei on
~same seed bun$t.10
·C.HOWNOWDRIVEINN
t~ .BroatMv ·1173 S-Orchard
Students seemed to favor. the
user's fee. After talking to the
Health Center administration,"
however, it seems that the users
fees would be quite high. We
. weren't at all certain as to what
course of action should be
taken. Then, 'all of a sudden, a
new alternative became appar-'
ent, Last year, a $1.50 per
semester fee increase was.
instituted to cover the cost of the
new preregistration system. It
was stipulated that this fee will
only be charged for three years.
It seemed to the senate and the
executive officers that the
solution to the health center
problem was to increase the. Mike Hoffman
$1.50 to $2.00, after the three ASBSU President
Collegiate humor
eth ics attacked
year period and use it for the
Health Center. The administra-
tion has approved this plan. It
looked, for a long time, like fees
would be increased by $2.00
next year. Instead, the increase
will be 50 cents and will not be
charged until 1980-8.1. I wish
there wouldn't have to be any
increase at . all, but with the
rising cost of health care, "no
increase" was unrealistic. I
think that we have gotten off
very easily. I hope you agree.
I'd like to invite you once
again to get involved with ASB.
I hope to see you up here.
Editor, the Arbiter, but also was in very poor taste in
using names of our nations
leaders as an object of ridicule
and sarcasm. You guys can't
even wait until the flag is flown
at full mast .before drawing
attention to Hubert H. Humph-
rey. .
. f realize freedom of the press
is recognized .in this great
country but when a time comes
that the press uses my funds to
publish apiece.as in poor t~ste
as this one then I object
strongly.
1
Sincerely,
Joe Cheney
To hear about some unusua: career opportunities avail-
- able to men and women-while they stay in school and
after they graduate. Marine Corps career programs-in
data. processing,' telecommunications, avionics, finance,
business.rnanaqementfonamo just a Jew-are among
the best offered inor outof the military. Find outall the
facts. when we visit your campus: .
,Tu-F,r, JAN 31st-FEB 3d
9:30-AM- 2:30PM~ . . , .
.SUB,
the student body of
BOISE STATE
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Peep e s Li y Jean King
mall
Having trouble coping with
our rapidly progressing machine
age? Docs all of our gadgetry
leave you somewhat dazed? Do
the inner workings of our many,
many, small appliances fill you
with a sense of defeat? Did your
last encounter with some small
. electrical whatsis leave you on
the verge of total frustration?
Arc you a member of the small
minority group who finds
themselves more, helpless with
the aid of small machines than
without them? If you belong to
this small, but rapidly growing
group, fear not for I am with
thee.
Small appliances hate mel
Put me behind the steering
wheel and I own the world! But
something about me brings out
the worst: in small machinery.'
They arc out to get me, I swear
they arc!
Take toasters (I wish you
would). Anyone can put two
BUY SELl.
- AND
. TRADE
Your Used Records at
'~'1
,! /'-.........
~',.,- ''j
. ~.u,£-r.."'~~1Jf.', I
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ill
slices of bread into an automatic
toaster, wait a few minutes and
presto I Two golden brown
fragrant crusty pieces of toast
glide. effortlessly into view.
Well, almost anyone, that is.
Some sixth sense seems to warn
these gleaming little monsters.
Whenever I approach some-
thing tells them that NOW is the
time for revenge! .
Oh, they are clever, these
double mouthed stainless steel
critters. They have a repertoire
of tricks to play on' me.
Immediately, some little thing- .'
gum-bob .inside jams and the
toaster adamantly refuses to
accept the two slices- of bread. If.
Ishould persist, and by dint or'
much hammering and banging
(and a few blue words) finally
manage to force the bread into
the gaping maws of the infernal
contraption, it 'still has at least
two choices as to the next step.
It will either (a) spit. both pieces
of toast skyward in such a
manner that they will fali either
in the sink, .the garbage can or
onto the floor or, (b) it will sit
sullenly wreathed in ever
thickening clouds of smoke ...
stubbornly' refusing to yield
either slice. Particularly talent-
ed toasters can manage to spit
one slice and retain the other.
Another specially malevolent
appliance is tlie vacuam cleaner.
My approach can turn the most'
prosaic c1eancr iIitq a "hitman"
. the mafia would admire: The
electric cord will snake out and.
wrap itself ,;;nugly around my
ankle and patiently wait for that
first unguarded step. The switch
will either not budge or will
rapidly flip through a complex
va'riety of positions which
pli ncesd cl
enable the cleaner to accomplish
feats of destruction never before
dreamed possible. It will suck
up all small valuables (and some
that aren't) within reach. It will
blow the wrong way and obscure
, both me and the entire living
room ina cloud of lint, dust, and
cat hair. And smokel Can it ever
smoke! It can out smoke any
mere toaster with one attach-
menttied behind its back]
My blender sits quietly in its
assigned comer dutifully gath-
ering dust. It has earned its
early retirement. I mean, what
else can you do .with an
appliance that seizes every
opportunity to demonstrate its
irrationality? It earned its
complete retirement the day it
crowned its maniacal career
with a complete nervous break- ..
down. At leastit went out in a
blaze of glory, flinging home-
made mayonnaise at the kitchen
ceiling with the frenzied glee
possible Only to a berzerk
blender.
My electricmixer is just plain
sneaky. Pour cream into a bowl,
drop the beaters in,turn the
switch, arid it purrs quietly away.
. It efficiently turns the liquid
cream' into' mounds of mouth-
watering' whipped cream. It is
only when you lovinglyplace a
spoonful 'of the delicious stuff
.;into your mouth that you realize
that old sneaky has joined
THEMIIt's timing is' perfect.
While you arc occupied' with the
"off' switch it,' has liverally .
sprinkled the whipped, cream
with an assortment of screws,
belts and nuts from its innards.
Of them all, however,", my
typewriter is problable the most
vindictive. It has learned to
PROGRAMS . .
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crochet its ribbon into Gordian'
knots .. It entraps my fingers '
between its keys and malicious-
Iy mispellsat least seventy five
. percent of the words I· put
through it.
Yes, small appliances are out.
to get me I But Iknow this. Iam
quite aware that a state of open
warfare exists between us. I
shall not despair, however. To
surrender, even conditionally, is
unthinkable. But I have a plan of
.. . . let's call it "strategic
f ra
rew r
avoidance. "I am going to have
my morning toast and coffee at
the corner coffee shop. I will
purchase a straw-type wooden
handled broom (no on and off
switches). I will handle my
correspondence by tape record-
er or telephone (risky I admit).
And I will simply not cook
anything that cannot be suffic-
iently stirred with a spoon.
But, you know, lately ~my car
has started acting a little
strange ...
Traveling Light by Sally Thomas
Parallels drawn
by Sally ThomllB
It once happened, as .it
sometimes does, that the
president of a very small
country issued a communique
decrying the actions of a
relatively important, though
small, group of that country's
citizens. The action taken by
these citizens was in the form of
a publication declaring war
against all unlike-minded gro-
ups of persons residing _both
within and without their count-
ry.
In response to the communi-
'que, the leader of citizens stated
the publication was designed to
be humorous, nothingmore: he
further stated thatthe commun-
ique carried with it the threat of
censorship. Word had also
• quickly spread to the effect' that
certain leaders of the unlike-
minded group of persons were
preparing to mount a direct
charge against the small group
of citizens. The president
disassociated himself from the
citizen's publication; the citiz-
ens in turn, disassociated
themselves from the qUl1l!i-offi-.
cial publication of the country;
the unlike-minded persons felt
themselves disassociated--
period.
Thus the battle lines were
drawn, words were hurled back
and forth in the. best of military
tradition (Everyone who knows
knows that an exchange of
insults .. ·excuse me, charges
alid counter charges-··is vital to
the conduct of e good warl) So
far, it seemed just like another
IlO·hum war, predicated on the
truism "Ye shall live and not let
live," and so.it would have
remained except for theadvan-
cement of science. Through a
modern day miracle, the real
motivations of those principally
involved was extr'iicted and is
not being made public.
First, the position of the
president: .
"My godl the things cmehas
to do in the .name, of public
relations. Those two men
.crying, actuaIlycrylng; in' my
office. How imnerving.But J .did .
'do a goOdjob of placating them,
iflllllY' sO .myself. I suppose
their· feelings. really. were. hun,
butjustl()Qk at. aU the publicity
they got, and for tree, too .•Still,
a couple of those comments the
-boys printed were a' bit rough,
and that one was downright
funny. Egad, what am I saying?
I'm pleased with the offer I
made in that communique
though. By saying I would have
closed the barn door after the
horse had escaped, so to speak,
I can look good without having
to make good. That group of
citizens will never., under any
circumstances, come to me for
counsel or advice but the rest of
the citizens don't necessarily
know that and I'm certainly not
going to be the one to tell them:
And the wording was cagey,
too .. If. a censorship measure
ever does go into effect, 'I' can'
• put the blame 011 the cabinet, or
on that group .. themselves. Talk
about coming out clean. '
"All in all, it was a fine piece
of work. Think I'll celebrate with
a drink. I deserve it. I earned' it,
after all. Whenever I think of it.
. . grown men crying, citizens
doing whatever they choose as if
they thought this was a free
. country, threats of retaliation
from all 'sides . '•. tit ink I'll make
it two drinks. If everybody was
as sin sible as I am about things,
PR people like me 'wouldn't
.have to go through such
things."
The next position recorded is
that oCthe unlike·minded group
- of people:.
"By God; this calls for war. We
will defend our position by every
means we can, in brotherly love
of course. Our Leader would
expect nothing less from us. We
have to make our position
'secure, as secureafi possible,
very secure, in fact, Security is
important. Not that we ar,!: not
secure, buUt doesn't hurt to be
more secure. We will be, uh, are
secure;
"Still, we have to fight. It
says so right in our mles. And
we. have to follow the rules.
What aremles for, anyway, if
not to follow? Besides, it feels
'good to fQllow ml~s. It gives us
a feeling of se,curity to know that
we d~n't. hl1veto puzzleout the
mean1ngs of anything;' that we
only have to look itupin the mle
'book andfind.the lUlswer.
Thank God for rules, One of
these dllys.ever')'onewUI follow
the.tuIes; just,.Iik~,we (10.
Jmagitle what theworId will be
like then. .
·eont; ODP~e,9
g
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Pulitzer calibre
quality shown
by Terry McGuire
"Poetry Is 'klnduva spy
thought, , ,few people really
read it; one tries to communic-
ate," Alan Dugan, Jan. 26,
1978
One felt the audience came to
hear Alan Dugan expand on
universal' precepts, speaking
beautiful, of beauty, poetically
on poetry, lively on life. The
Pulitzer Prize winner instead
crossed his legs comfortably, sat
in front of Iihalf glass of water,
eluciadating his own particular
reality.
His work was at times raw,
often cutting, always on target,
his rough and gravely voice
losing itsimpact to some of the
audience, but mezmorizing oth-
ers. Beginning with a "For a
Lost Girl," Dugan set moods
early; poems edged with sexy,
explicit imagery .' but always
bordering on some dream
stage that we felt Dugan
entered during the readings.
'His manner was relaxed, if
not abated - the dry monotone
reading voice adding to deflated
expectations o'f a few listeners.
They abruptly left. The rest of
us, well we either smoked
countless ciggarettes and 'gazed
out the Look Out windows,or
slowly fell under the spell of the
.poet's words. He asked at one
time if the effect of his work.was
"too abstract': • a sprinkle of
. 'shrugs·-then shifted the weight
towards more blunt, a subject:
war.
The imagery projected by
Dugan both fascinated and
terrified. Circling dogs and
ravenous vultures plus other
adjectives of the poet's- work
peaked the audience up a little;
a few snickers here and there,
Dugan jumping from sex to war,
from war to sex casually,
flimpantly.
His words became more
engrossing, but never steering
away from that underlying
impact at this point it made little
difference, Dugan held the
audience. At one moment well
into a. particularly heavy piece,
Dugan's eyesjerked up from his
book and with expressionless'
face he asked, "Is this too
serious?" The gathering shook
their heads collectivly and the
poet ended abruptly.
Afterwards he spoke with
several in the audience, quietly
arguing his case to one or two;
with others he quipped intellig-
ently, thoughtfully about, his
poetry, his life. Dugan's work
was iii" received by many who
left during the readings, maybe
because they didn't understand
it. ,perhaps they were to
impatient. I cannot say whether
this reading session was poor in
comparison to his others, but his
validity as a Pulitzer calibre poet
shown Thursday night. One
isn't moved by lines haphazard-
Iythrown down or for 'that
matter vaguely received. I
followed Dugan copiously for a
while; after a time it mattered
little. His words fell in place.
Passive resistance ...:. ),-------
cont, from page 4
where I read it), better than fifty
pcr cent of adult Americans get
virtually -all of their news from ,
television. That's extremely
frightening ~hen you realize'
that of a thirty minute newscast,
eight minutes is devoted to
commercials (often those of your
friendly neighborhood energy
monopoly), and the remainder
of the time is devoted to either
trivia or to reinforcing popular
misconceptions •• for instance,
how many rimes in recent years
have you heard reporters and
commentators' expounding on
"inflationary wage increases?"
J taet,reatwages have not
even kept up.with inflation, and
in fact have fallen better than
two per cent within the last five
years (this information. appear- '
ed in a recent' issue of
Newsweek which focused on the
U.S. labor movement). You
won't hear much about that on
the tube though; what you will
hear are more references to
"inflationary wage increases."
While on the subject of the
media ... It is with deep sorrow
that I note the passing of Eric
Sevarcid from the video news
scene. Whatever his other
merits (or, more accurately, lack
ofthem(Severeid's appearance
on th~' screen always guaran-
teed that one could retreat to the
kitchen or bathroom .with
complete peace of mind for a
period of a~ least two minutes,
secure in the knowledge that on
would miss absolutely nothing
of any value. ,
It's time to end this thing; it's,
3:30 AM and both the deadline
and the dawn are, rapidly
approaching. Good night, or
rather, good morning.
a fje·a-hvn
"24 HOURS
Feb. 4.ana §- '. " ,". ".- .. .
.SUBBaliroom ., . '
Pick up pledge forf"rls.af.SUBlnfo~o()th
.. ... -., .' .... -.',' - ... , .... - " ' "
.',sponsored by ASBSUPubllc Re.!ati.orls
For more information;call~43~2529
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Demonstrators denounceobortlon
.BSU students and a couple of
faculty members. As .is lnevita-
ble at any demonstration, at
least one person intent upon'
making a spectacle of himself
showed uP,. in this case a guy
wearing lace-up aviator boots"
with a shaven head and goatee,
who had turned himself into a
human sign board ..
One, of the "pro-c\1oicers"
opined that the low turnout for
the counter-demo, was probably
. dueto itsbeing poorlyorganiz-
ed. That may have been the
case, for there was virtually no
advance publicity about, it.
Many of the counter-demonst-
rators learned of it only through
word of 'mouth Ii day or two
before the event.
Among flSU students observ-
ing the "right-to-life" rally was
Charlotte Mixon. Whsm~~~ked
for her reactions to. the
demonstration, Mixon cornm-
ented that restrictions placed on
Medicaid funds were "going to
victimize poor women." .She
added that abortion is "clearly.
... a women's issue," and that
it was "really interesting that
they (the "right-to-life" dem-
onstrators) had been organized,
by men."
A re-run of the demonstration
.and counter-demonstration is
scheduled for next January 21st,
the seventh anniversary of the
, day on which the Supreme Court
struck down. as unconstitutional
laws prohibiting abortion..
by Chuck Bufe .to restrict poor women's access
to abortions through restrictions
imposed on the use of Medicaid
funds.
"Abortion is a Sin" .was the
proclamation on a demonstat-
or's placard. That message was
also the " implied theme of
virtually every speaker who
addressed the Idaho Right to
Life Society's fifth annual
anti-abortion rally, held January,
21 on the steps of the state
capitol. The rally drew approx-
imately 400 to 500 persons, a
large number of whom were
under 16 years of age. A
counter-demonstration in sup-
port of abortion rights, sponsor-
ed by the National Organization
of Women, drew 40 to 50
people.
Although the speakers at the'
rally denied that the "right-to.
life" movement is a religious
movement and that 'religiOl;ls'
denominations are trying to
force their views on others,
several of the counter-demonst-
rators were unconvinced, and
were quite vocal about the'
matter. The reasons for their
skepticism were: that the rally
opened and closed with a
prayer; a, band from the Sacred
Heart Catholic Church perform-
ed during the rally; Boise's
Catholic Bishop, although un-
able to attend, sent his
greetings to the demonstrators;
several of the speakers Invoked
religious themes in their orat-
ions; one of them used a
quotation from Spencer Kim-
ball, President of the L.D.S.
Church; another asked all
L.D.S. members in the crowd to '
applaud, and about half did; and
when the rally concluded the
demonstrators were invited to
, go to the parish hall of a local
Catholic church for some social-
izing. Toward the close of the
demonstration one of the orators
denied that the "right-to-life"
niovement is either a Catholic or
Mormon movement; at that
point a heckler screamed
Several speakers addressed
the gathering, including Repre-
sentative Leo-Swenson (R-Nam-
pal, sponsor of the legislation
which cut off the use of public '
funds. to pay for abortions for
Pro and anti-Right to Life demonstrators stand on state capitol steps.
interesting because they indio-
ate that at least some within
the "right-to-life" movement
have not given up hope of
restricting or eliminating aecess
to contraceptives as wel1 as to
abortion.
Slogans on signs carried by
counter- demonstrators included
"An Unwanted Child is an
Abused One," "The Denial of
Choice is Slavery," "Illegal
Abortions Victimize Poor Wom-
- en," and "Keep Your Laws Off
My Body." .
The "pro-choice" counter-
demonstrators were, for the
niost part, young adults in their
20s and 30s. including several
"You're rightl It's a combinat-
ion of the twol"
At a few points during the
speakers' expositions, usually at'
times when they were proclaim-
ing their reverence for life, the
hecklers got' in their licks with
questions like "Where were you
during the Vietnam war?," and
"What about capital punish.
ment? Don't adults have a right
to life?" TIle speakers ignored
the hecklers.
poor women in Idaho, and Ralph
Harding, Democratic hopeful in
the race for George Hansen's
congressional scat. Harding, to
the accompaniment of cheers
from the crowd, promised to
co.-sponsor a "right-to-life"
amendment; sent a message to
the demonstrators which was
well received. The loudest
cheers, of the day, however,
were' reserved for announcem-
ents of "progress" in the fight
Sena~ereport
The signs carried 'by the
"right-to-life" standby" Adop-
tion not Abortion," and "TIle
IUD is Abortion," which are
crnendments "Senate twopasse~
I'
was without a business manager Tutorial Program continue ope-
for over two months, according ration. With the increased,
to Hansen, so the funds were, utilization. the program has
available. The Senate, with this experienced this semester, 'ad-
in mind, 'approved the request' , ditional funds were necessary to
as a emergency item. make ; sure the program could
ASB president, Mike Hoff- meet the needs of students.
man, nominated nine persons to ' President Hoffman reported
fill posilions on committees that the Speakers'Bureau
within ASB. After a short would be starting its informat·
executive session," Bill Kassis ion campaign on the pavilion on
was appointed to head the Monday, February 6. He also
Programs Board, thus-replacing stated that the only cost incured
Steve Robertson. Steve Martin, for the campaign this far, was
J.D. Finley, and' Gayla Walker S300 spent for the printing ora
were made temporary appoin- fact sheet that will be available
tments to the Judiciary with for the students during ,the
Steve Marcum serving as an campaign pcrlod. The five
alternate. Kurt Wisconsen and finalists in the search for a BSU
Brad Martin were appointed to President will be on campus
the Personnel Selection comrni- February 2 ,an$!3. ASB Senators
ttee while, Michelle Dega was and faculty members will escort
made a permanent, member of the candidates around Boise and
the Library committee. The theBSU campus. Hoffman also
Election Board received Brett reported that an Advising,
Silver and Pat Cox as new packet would be ready to
members, while chairperson present to the Faculty Senate in
Linda Sehmunek tendered her the near future. Senator Mike
resignation to the Senate. Fisher was appointed to fill the
Assistant chairpersonyDeborah vacancy left by resigned. Buis-
Silver-Hayes will thus move up ness Senator Reid Walters in .
.to fill the position vacated by the Faculty Senate.
Schmunk, . Senate meetings arc held
.The. StudcntServices Depar- each Tuesday at 3:30 in the
tment received approval, to SEnate Chambers on the second
transfer 5300 within its new floor o(the SUB. All meetings
program budget to help the are open to the student body.
The baBl's in your court ....
Specifically, the membership of
the Senate would be reduced to
six persons, one from each
school and two from Arts- and
Sciences. 'DIC purpose behind
the firstainendment is to
make' the legislative body of
ASB more directly responsible
to the needs' of the students.
The second amendment would
allow the president ot- the ASB
to select a treasurer with the
approval of the Senate after 'a
selection committee consisting
of the Dean of the School of
Business, the Chairperson of
the Accounting Department,
two .t\SBSU Senators and
chaired by the ASBSU Vice-
President. Both amendments
passed by a roll call vote of 8-5,
and will subsequently appear on
.rhe ASB general election ballot
in March.
. Craig Schonhardt of the
Programs Board approached the
Senate for an allocation of $200
that would permit him to hire a
publicity assistant for the
department for the remainder of
the academic year. Chris Han-
sen, acting ASB treasurer,
suggested that the Senate
reallocate the funds requested,
from the service award budget
of the business manager. ASB
by Diane Barr
On Tuesday" ianuary24, the
ASB Senate passed two constit-
utionnl arnendfnent s , redir-
ected S200 to the Programs
Board for the creation. of an
additional publicity position,
and approved nine appc'S.
ments to various committees
and boards.
TIle constitutional changes
sponsored by Arts and Sciences
Senator Steve Botimer deal with
limiting the size of the student
senate and making the position
of treasurer an appointed job
rather than an elected one.
o
Idaho Senate rule
. I
I
The Republican majority of
the Idaho Senate had it's way
Friday overcoming Democratic
opposition to pass a measure
repealing the' county 8-mill
school, tax. Debate raged for
more than three hours on the
S18 million property tax relief
bill. The final vote was 25-10.
The .bill previously passed the
House Monday 54·16.
'Most Democrats opposed the
measure because they said the
tax relief actually offered by the
bill is Dill. Sen. Chick Bilyeu
said that tax payers will have
basis for a lawsuit for false
advertising when they see how
little tax relief they will actually
get.
It is not known whether
Governor John Evans' will sign
the ,bill or. veto it. Evans
originally proposed his own 550
tax' credit, relief· measure.
E!s'eWhere in the legislature; ,
a motorcycle helmet law has
surfaced once again. For the'
past several years legislation to
amend the current law requiring
motercycle riders' to' wear
helments has been introduced
but has failed.
The newest bill, by the Senate
transportation committee, am-
ends the current law requiring
all cycle riders to wear helmets
to requiring only those riders
under the age of 18 to wear,
them. '.
An,other controversial bill by
the, transportatio,n committee
wuuld outlaw the usc of radar
devices to detect speeders; The
legislation is aresult of a teport
ofa man dying from radar
-interrupting. his pace, maker.
Law Enforcement director Kelly
Pearce, said Friday" hQwever,
that the report ma:yb~wrong.
The Senate State Affairs
Commi~ee is currenUy consid~
ering a bill which would restore
full civil rights ,10 anyone
convicted of a', felony except
treason. The person. affected
would merely have to' petition
the court.
Following' Gov. Evans' rec-
ommendation the House Health
and Welfare committe is consi-
dering a bill' requiring immuni-
zation for' all children prior, to
school attendance. Th'e measure
also stipulates that a child who
has compiled with the' require-
ments may be expelled. Child-
ren may be exempted on the
basis of health' 'or religious
reasons.
, The House State Affairs
.Committee is considering II bill
'to repeal 'the Idaho Presidential
Preference Primary. 'The prima.
ries are g~nerally partohegular
primaries held in August of
even numbered ,years. ,GivefotheMARCH'OFDI'MES
• THIS SP",CE eON,RIBUTEO BY THE PUBLISHER
.'
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eoat, from p: 6
"Besides. everything else,
some of those comments just
plainmadeu';;mad. No one will
get away with that kind of stuff
around here if we have to go to
the president himself. And
that's just what we did. too.
How disgusting to have to cry in
front ofagrownman, but we
know that to get our own way is
important enough, to make any
method acceptable."
The third extract contains the
position of the relatively impor-
tant, though small, group of
citizens:
"This here's our country an'
we can do anythin' we want to in
our country an' they can just like
it or lump it, 'cause it's our
country. If we wauna' write
about stuff like fightin' and sex
and other people's boo-boo's,
well, that's whaLlY-~, wanna-
write about 'cause it's inneres-
tin'J
"Besides, we think our stuff
is funny anvthat'smore'n we
can say about a lot of other stuff
around here. We have our
Play goes
over. wellrights, doncha' know, and if wewant to be funny, we have the
right to be funny no matter what
anybody thinks.
"An' that old president,
sayin' we should'a come to him
for counseling, for heck's sake.
Counseling, huh? We know
what he wants to counsel
alright, "Stay home, be good,
and don't have any fun.' But
we're not gonna' listen to him,
Boy, he'll see. Just wait 'til our
next publication. We'll show
him he can't push us around.
"An' if somebody can't sec
anything funny about our
humor, it's him whose sick, not
us. Tell ya' what, when we grow
up an' get to be president. we'll
have everybody be just like us
and then we won't have to make
any dumb 01' rules about what's
funny and what's not,"
Bargains J. Bargains I Bar-
gains! Beginning Tuesday, Jan-
uary' J1 the Boise State
University Library will hold its
Third Biannual book sale. The
by Donn Clark
"The Championship Season"
written by Jason Miller, direct-
ed by Victoria Holloway, and
produced by Doug Copsy made
its doubt January 19,' in 'the
Special Events Center. The
audience was small but apprec-
iative, Holding on to a note of
seriousness, the script kept one
laughing without forgetting the
crisis which was slowly brewing.
The cast consists of four
former basketball stars and
their coach. The coach, (Mike
Silva) aging with stomach
problems, it stilt the boys cOll"h
throughout life. Believing it is
up to him to make the boys work
together. Although he lacks in
diplomacy, the coach is able to
After reacli.;-g these~c;tract;--instill teamwork into these
you may will ask, "How did the young men.
war end?" Well, it never does. George (Dale Aspelund) was
When such principles are held the 'most popular. boy in high
in esteem, the bottome falls out school. Now, he is the mayor
of the market for peace, facing an 'election year when
the situation doesn't look good.
Tom (Mike Hoffman) is the
drunk. Tom Simply had no
responsibilities. He traveled
and drank. The uniqueness of
the character is that he had no
sadness:
James, (Jon Osgrove) Tom's
older brother, was a martyr. He
complained of always posponing
, his success for someone else: a
sick- father, his drunk brother,
etc,
Phil (Doug Copsey) had had
good success in coal mining: His',
flashy' clothes and talk of fast
cars 'quickly explains Phil's
discontent.
Library book sale
On wednesday, February 1 at
8pm John Killmaster will
lecture on the technical process
and creative thought involved in
macro-enameling. Killmaster,
BSU Art Professor and profes-
sional artist, is well-known in
the community for his work in
the art of enameling .. his talk'
wiII include slides of the. process"
and completed murals and
sculptures. ' '
_at 10 cents, 25 cents, 50 cents, The colorful mural at the
'and $1.00, with additional Boise Gallery of art, done by.-
unannounced bargains. The sale " Killmaster, will be discussed
will be-held for two weeks ncar during the lccnrre.Klllmaster's
the front entrance of the Library piece, which- was one of th~
• 00 winners in the Portland Transitfrom' 1):00 a.m.- 5: pm, '
Monday through Friday. ~all Competition will also be
• discussed.r-7:---;;;;'-;
Hurry, , ,
t Going Fast.'
t available. at the t
A Campus Store A..
, and local ,
t __ --....:::a::.. t
A • Instead of spending time •
.
I,. complaining, use it to write I
, ARMBITERmaterial & submit by ,
t MARCH 10. t
A, We'rla looking for an artist. t
t to ;;nt;:~~~~~~~~e:o~e;d:~:In· t
t to the Arbiter by f,
L~ ......2~~--j
Library, is selling these books in .
order to raise money to buy new
books for the recently establish-
ed' browsing/leisure reading
collection. The books. are priced
"
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Dr.·Leo Jones of the BSU Biology Deparbnent hopes to develop a
metbod to videotape microscOpIc organisms, a process that would have
both research and teachlnR appUcatlons e . DIck Graybeal of DSU's
Educational Media ~ervlces Is watklng willi Jones on the project.
KAID.TV'sprogram INQUIRING MINDS, which. airs Sunday,
.February 5, 'at 5:30pm, blgblighta their work with dramatlc,DIm footage
shot· through a. ml~8COpc.
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Broncowornens va rsity defeats WSU
by Sette WID
After trailing the entire first
half the BSU wornens -varisty
rallied with a strong, consistent
offense the second half and held
off Washington State's drive in
the final seconds to win over
-WSU 65-62. Going into Satur-
day's game Washington State
lead the division with a 6-0
record followed by Boise with ..
5-0. Now Boise State rides the
top with 6-0.
The first half BSU just never
got their offensive going. WSU
shot 13-31 for_a strong 42%
from the field and 87i7@ from the
line to lead at the first half
33-27. Jeanne Eggart of WSU
had 10 points and Joann Burrell
ofBSU had 13 points to lead the
scoring at the half. The second
half had BSU gain the lead at
14:13 in the game when Lori
Bennett came in off the bench
and dropped in two outside
shots to put the Broncos ahead
for the first time 44-41. Boise
State was nevcrreallv able to
pull out to a strong lead, the
best they were able to maintain
was six points at one time.'WSU
kept closing the lead to within
two points always threatening.
TIle last l:tt saw Washington
close to within three points
when they went to the line three '
times to capitalize on three one
and one situations. In the last 26
_seconds Vicki Hileman went to
the line for the first time and'
.dropped in two,' putting the
score out of reach, 65-60. WSU
scored in the final seconds to
end the game at 62-65 and Boise
, State was victorious again.
Joann Burrell shot 10-14 for a
high 710/., finishing the game
high scorer with 22 points and
12 rebounds. Kim Erekson had
7 of 13 for 52JY~and 16 points
total, and six rebounds for the
game before fouling out at 4:49
left in the game. High scorer
and the only player in, double
figures for' WSU was Jeanne
Eggart with 21 points.
Coach Connie Thorngren felt
the team held a.lot of poise. "It
was one of those games where
they had to do most everything
right and maintain their cool. in
order to win and they were able
to do just that." She also noted
Lori Bennett's play in helping
tum the tide in favor of the
Broncos.
After this weekend, and the
Mountain division records and
leaders changing Mrs. Thorn-
gren cites the next game as the
, best and toughest of the games
played at home. On February 3
Boise State meets 'one of the
Coastal Conference leaders, the
University of Oregon who
currently isin second place with
a record of 3-1 and overall 9-1,
the Coastal Division leader is
University of W:ashington with
4-0 league and 'tt-1 season
records. On February 4 BSU
takes on Oregon State Univer-
sityat 6 p.m. in the Bronco
Gym.
AgainstNNC Tuesday, Jan.
25, Boise State placed four
players, in double figures to roll
past NNC 75-58. Joann Burrell'
had 24 points and 14 rebounds,
Karla Meier and Vicki Hileman
had 16 points each and, Kim'
Erekson finished with to. '
Regional standings were sent
out' Jan 26: Julie Cushing of .
Oregon leads scoring averages
with 19.0' points per game,'
followed be Joann Burrell with
17.6 .. Karla Meier rides at 12th
place with l2.1,points per game,
Vick,i Hileman' is-Hth with tt.8
and Kim Erekson is currently
17th place with to.7 putting four
nsu players in to the top
twenty. Joann Burrell and Kim'
Meier climbed one notch each in
rebounds to hold 7th and 8th
places with 9.7 and 9.6
rebounds per game.
~ s ; COUPON ; ,
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Bronco, netterssplit weeken~ ..
by FreddIe Vincent
!\rbltcr Sports E4ltor
After splitting a pair of games
away from home, the Boise state
broncos return to Bronco gym to
face the Northern Arizona
Lumberjacks Friday night and
the Weber State Wildcats on
Saturday.
BSU stunned the Axers 61-56
with the help of Scan McKenna
and the injury-ridden Danny
Jones, who came off the bench,
hit -six of seven from the field
and two of two from the free
throw line for 14 points while
completely dominating NAU's
Bobby Hancock in the second
half.
Boise State needs both wins
in order to stay in contention if
they expect to win the Big. Sky ,
championship, but key injuries
have plagued the Broncos all
season, an advantage the
Wildcats displayed beating BSU
84-61.
Boise State was never in the
game, although they tied the
score four times, ull-in the first
period. But once the Wildcats
got going, the Broncos could not
keep up. "
Now Weber must face BSU at
.Boise to keep its number one
position in the. big sky confer-
ence. Boise 'State lost only one
time in conference" play this
season at home. That wa~
against an impressive and tough
Idaho State team, 80-73.
.weber State defeated' ISU
68-65 last week, so the Broncos
have their work cut out for
them. The key to the Bronco
offense is health. Jones has a
. serious foot injury and starters
Trent Johnson and Dave Rich-
ardson both suffered' potenially
severe injuries against NAU last
Thursday, Richardson suf-
fered a hip pointer, but he did
sec some action against Weber
on Saturday night hitting 4
LET'SWORK TOGETHER TO PROTECT
. THEUNBORN AND THE ~ ..
NEWBORN.~
MARCH OF DIMES
nua SPAce.CONTAID.UTEO DY THE PUDLIStlER
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTU-NIT/fS
The Arbiter needs Ad SalesPersonnel
Some Sales Experience Necessary
Must Have Transportation '
Work on a CommissionBase
Call He/en for inter~tiew 385~1464
M~n "Wed-Fr.i 100m -2prr.·
Openings for
Lay-out Personnel
,Paid Positions
Contact Debby
Arbiter,2n.dFloor,·SUB
points and seven rebounds .
Boise State's fifth highest
scorer (1,000 points) Trent
Johnson suffered a cracked rib,
Johnson also saw action against
the Axers, contributing 8 points
, and 5 rebounds.
lES FAIRCHlID&
BILL BRAUN
Jan. 31, Feb. 1-4
8:30-1 :OOam
Cheap Thrills 4:30-6:00 daily
25' ,~eer-$l .50 Pitchers'
110 s. 5th, Boise-cornerof 5th & Main
, live .entertainment every weekend
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Intramural
5.Man Basketball Schedule
League A
CCPO
Cash Bingo
Bombers
Orange Crush
Scrotes
LeagueB
Alcoholics in Action
B-3
G.O.A.T.
Kelly's Heroes
The D Zaugerts
League C
Curtain Rods,
Dogs of the Nile
Hustlers.
Margit ,
Sig Eps
League D
B. Ballets
Fastfingers
Lynx '
NIRs
111e Unit
League E
A-J Golden Eagles
Hawaiian Punch
Midnight Brigade
No Namcs
Raylcttes
Towers
l,engue F'
A-I
Fcdaykin
Kappa Sig
Little Feat
Meat Hackers
Zeke's
League A
Big arid Little Feat
Sigma-Gamma (I)
Sigma-Delta
The Bad Bumpers
Tit-Tots
TKE's Critters
League B'
B-2-5 Bombers
Schedule
Monday, 30 Jan. 7:00
Bingo vs, CCPO
Bombers vs. Crush
8:00
Alcoholics vs, B-3
G.O.A.T. vs. Kelly's
Tuesday, 31 Jan. 7:00
Rods V5. Dogs
Hustlers vs. Margit
8:00
B, Bailers vs, Fastfingers
Lynx vs, NIRs
9:00
G. Eagles vs. Hawaiian
Brigade vs. No Names ~ _
Thursday, 2 Feb. 7:00
G.. Eagles vs. Brigade
Hawaiian vs. Raylettes
8:00
No Names vs. Towers
A-I vs. Kappa Sig
9:60
Fedaykin vs, Hackers
Feat vs. Zeke's
Monday, 6 Feb, 8:00
Bingn vs. Bombers
CCPO vs. Scrotes
9:00
Alcoholics vs. G.O.A.T.
B-3 vs. 0 Zatigerts
The deadline for Women's
Intramural Baskctball rosters
has becn extcnded a week t:J
Thursday, Pebruary 2. We need
sevcral more rostcrs to complete
a Icague. ,The games will pc
played on Monday ,night from
6:00 to 8:00. Bring your rosters
to Room 203A in the gym. If you
have any qucstions call 385: 113!.
Co-cd Volleyball Schedule
Womens JV's get goi.ng
by Bette Will
TI1CBSU JV womcn's basket-
ball tcam aftcr five gamcs is
slowly turning onl
Andra IR)l\glas, a young gill
who has never plaved basketball
before kad the team with 15
points and nine, rcbounds' to
deteat Mountain Home AFB
66,32. BSU made jo of 78 shots
for 39% from the field which
doesn't look good stat-wise,
but Coach Elain Clegg rclated.
"The players in the first three to
four games were just plain
scared to shoot. Tonight they
werc all ~ttempdng thc shots
which wasthebcst rcsults of thc
night. This paid off for the team
in teh second half whcn they
went to falling through for a
litrong 40 points. Everyonc
playcd,and scored. Donna
McCurdy and Donna west both
added 10 points for their cfforts
in the ler,m'swin.
Thc JV's wcrc coming off a
game thc night before where
ISU varsity squad left lheir
cntire starting fivc in for the
whole game. Thcy lost 99-3J,
which could bc emotionally
devislating to any team. In
prcvious gamcs .,againstTVCC,
Sue Schenk and Donna McCur·
dy dropped in 20 points each
with nihe and 16 rebounds to
pace the team;. foll6wed by'
Valerie Joncl: with'16 points anti
~ight rebounds. However, BSU
lost 70-63. AgainstCSl, Donna
Weast, Icadthe BronCos in-
scoring and was notcd by the
coach~s d,efen~iyepillyet for the
game. When talking wiltt coach·
Clegg concemmg. fl~r fEal11§
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